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illegal?

weekly wages Just because they organised for their self-protection
aroused such widespread public protests that the American Federation of
Labor encountered no serious objection in Congress when it proposed
imendments to the Sherman Act in
1916 to exempt labor from application
>f the provisions of that act. The
new law, called the Clayton Act, stated
flatly that labor was not a commodity
nor an article of commerce and that, unions
entirely?
therefore, labor organizations and
I AM THE LAW. AKNOLD
their members were not to be considNow let’s take a look at some of
ered trusts in restraint of trade.
the activities which Mr. Arnold on
law
was
For twenty-five years this
his own motion and his own authority
respected by the public authorities 'has branded illegal. He says, for
at our nation and labor unions were instance, that he will proceed against
not prosecuted under the anti-trust “unreasonable restraints designed to
Now comes Mr. Arnold and compel the hiring of useless and unlaws.
proceeds to do that very thing in de- necessary labor.’’ Who is going to
fiance of the Clayton Act.
decide when labor is useless or unMr. Arnold lists five types of union necessary? The employer, the workactivities which he will prosecute as ers, or Mr. Arnold? The courts long
illegal restraints of trade. Granting ago have decided that such matters

Assistant Attorney General TtmrArnold is attempting to substitut*
IUW •
a bill cd wrongs for the bill of
protecting American workers,
•x.nrofeeaor of law is
No. 1. HU
u
labor’s r»>w»
paisa is vicious in tbe extreme. Yet
so cleverly bas he camouflaged his
attacks on labor with righteousness
that anyone who contests his views
Uys himself open to denunciation as
a defender of crime.
What is all the shouting about?"
Mr Arnold asks with an air of inafter the
“I am only
noccnce.
unions.”
illegitimate'activities
And many newspapers are quick to
take up nis cry. We see editorials
questioning tbe sincerity and decency
of organised labor. They say labor
is insincere because it calls upon public authorities to prosecute wrongdoers in the labor movement and yet
objects to Mr. Arnold's campaign.
This reasoning is an appeal to
prejudice, an argument for ignoramuses, a clincher for dosed minds.
But it is falsa.
The position of the American Federation of Labor toward the prosecutions of labor organisations under the
anti-trust laws being conducted by
Mr. Arnold is thU:
1. —We do not shield nor condone
wrongdoing by unions or their officials.
On the contrary, we urge
prompt prosecution under the proper
_

are

SPRING SHOES

For, you see, if the facts are considered from the point of view of as
employer, organized labor is the most
obvious conspiracy in restraint of
trade that could be imagined. When
two or more workers decide to strike
they are conspiring to restrain trade
no matter how worthy their objectives may be.
So we say to Mr. Arnold, why stop
with five commandments against labor? Why not be consistent and go
the whole hog? Why not outlaw all

man

....

%

for the. moment,'bat only for tbs
moment—that the activities listed by
Mr. Arnold actually are illegal, what
guarantee does labor have that Bis
successors will not decide later that
any and all activities of labor unions
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laws.

2. —But under no circumstances
must the anti-trust laws be invoked

widthp.

against labor.

AMO HUE IS WHY

The anti-trust laws originally were
adopted by Congress to break up business and financial trusts which operThere
ated in restraint of trade.
was no thought of applying these laws
to labor.
However, the courts did so
and the Danbury Hatters case was
one of the results.
Thin decision, forcing union workers to pay a heavy fine out of their
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must be left to the field of economic
conflict. But, of course. Mr. Arnold
does not let that bother him.
Then Mr. Arnold also has listec
“unreasonable restraints designed t<
prevent the use of cheaper material
improved equipment, or more efficient
methods.’' Since when has this beet
Since when has it beei
illegal?
: ga.nst the law for union workers t<
■efuse to handle scab-made products!
Since when has it been made a crimi
n»l offense for a labor oiwanixatioi
to try to protect the jobs of its work
era when ruthless employers instal
new machinery to put them oat oi
their jobs? Since when has it beet
made a jail offense for union worker)
to protest with their full strengt)
against such “more efficient methods’
as the Bedeaux system?
Furthermore Mr. Arnold wouli
make it illegal for A. F. of L. union
to compete with C. I. O. anions wkoi
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Of mwn, all A&P stores have plenty of all these items on hand . and at prism
which represent real values, as all A&P prices do, every day of every week through*
out the year. But whether you buy at A&P or other co-operating stores, we urge
everyone to eat MORE of these foods. We urge everyone who is eligible to take adto give it a full, fair trial as one means of helping
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themselves, helping the farmer and helping to bring bach better times.
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This is just about the last straw.
Here we have a public prosecutor declaring that a law designed to promote free competition among business can be jo applied as to stifle
AND BOWLING ALLBT
competition in labor. Does that make
sense, let alone law?
Arnolds
We firmly believe Mr.
WImto Unto* Mao Meal
mental aberrations are not the law
of the land. The American Federa1M*1IT A TBTOH WT.
tion of Labor will carry test cases
to the Supreme Court for an authorstive ruling. And if the decision goes
against labor even there, that will
not end*the case.; For the American
Federation of Labor will ten institute
the strongest campaign in its history
to amend the law so that labor never Patronize Journal Adrertiowa
again can be considered a trust

quan title*. *V|
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